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Abstract

Fully automated comprehensive analysis of carotid artery (localization of range

of interest (ROI), direct quantitative measurement and segmentation of lumen

diameter (CALD) and intima-media thickness (CIMT), and motion estimation

of the carotid wall) is a reliable auxiliary diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases,

which relieves physicians from laborious workloads. No work has achieved fully

automated comprehensive analysis of carotid artery due to five intractable chal-

lenges: 1) The heavy reliance on experienced carotid physicians for the selection

of ROI limits fully automated studies. 2) The weak structural information of

intima-media thickness increases the difficulty of feature encoding. 3) The ra-

dial motion of the carotid wall results in the lack of discriminant features of

boundaries. 4) Diseased carotid arteries lose many expression features. 5) Op-

timal weights of multitask regression are hard to tune manually. In this paper,

we propose a novel uncertainty-guided multitask regression network aided by

optical flow named OF-UMRN to solve the intractable challenges. The four

modules and three innovations of the OF-UMRN take their responsibility. OF-
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UMRN takes localization and mapping of ROI as a pre-processing. It achieves

direct quantitative measurement and segmentation by a multitask regression

network. And we creatively model homoscedastic uncertainty to automated

tune the weights of the two tasks optimally. The OF-UMRN adopts a bidirec-

tional mechanism to encode the optical flow used to predict the carotid wall’s

motion fields. More importantly, we creatively propose a dual optimization

module based on the co-promotion between segmentation and motion estima-

tion to improve the performance of radially moving and diseased carotid arter-

ies. Therefore, the OF-UMRN makes the most of the pathological relationship

between multiple objects and co-promotion between various tasks. Extensive

experiments on US sequences of 101 patients have demonstrated the superior

performance of OF-UMRN on the fully automated comprehensive analysis of

the carotid artery. Therefore the OF-UMRN has excellent potential in clinical

disease diagnoses and assessments of the carotid artery.

Keywords: direct quantitative measurement, segmentation, motion

estimation, homoscedastic uncertainty, bidirectional optical flow, dual

optimization

1. Introduction

Fully automated comprehensive analysis (localization, direct measurement,

segmentation, and motion estimation) of the carotid artery helps diagnose early

cardiovascular disease in asymptomatic individuals. A series of cardiovascular

studies (Alan et al., 2003; Bots et al., 2005; Naqvi and Lee, 2014) have verified5

that carotid artery lumen diameter (CALD) and intima-media thickness (CIMT)

are risk indicators for many cardiovascular diseases, such as atherosclerosis,

hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and heart failure. The CALD is the distance

between lumen-intima (LI) boundaries at the near wall and far wall, and the

CIMT is the distance between LI and media-adventitia (MA) boundary at the10

far wall (Fig. 1 (a)). Besides, decreased elasticity (i.e., increased stiffness) of the

carotid artery is significantly correlated to cardiovascular diseases’ morbidity.
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Estimating the carotid wall’s periodic motion is the basis for analyzing the

elasticity of the carotid artery (Baltgaile, 2012). However, clinical quantification

of these indicators still rely on laborious workloads and suffer from high inter-15

observer variations limited by experience and technology. Therefore, this work

primarily focuses on the direct quantitative measurement (after this referred

to as direct measurement) and segmentation of CALD and CIMT, and motion

estimation of the carotid wall in the automatically located area of interest (ROI).

Figure 1: Challenges of achieving fully automated comprehensive analysis of the carotid

artery’s longitudinal view in an ultrasound B-scan image. Uncharacteristic region of interest

(ROI), tiny CIMT, radial motion, and diseased carotid wall cause the absence of expression

features and discriminative information.

20

A fully automated comprehensive analysis of CALD, CIMT, and the carotid

wall is more significant than a single analysis. There are four main theoretical

bases:

• CALD and CIMT are two independent and complementary risk factors,

and their joint prediction is of great significance for the diagnosis of cardio-25

vascular diseases. Existing studies (Baldassarre et al., 2012; Eigenbrodt

et al., 2007; Bonithon-Kopp et al., 1996) have proven that joint prediction

of CALD and CIMT improves risk assessment, asymptomatic individuals.

And Baldassarre et al. concluded that CALD and CIMT are indepen-

dent biomarkers of atherosclerosis. And their joint prediction significantly30

adds to the predictive accuracy of standard models for cardiovascular risk
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stratification.

• Both CALD and CIMT are significantly correlated but not fully correlated

with the carotid wall. CALD and CIMT can be used for arterial wall

motion detection, and they are crucial factors in evaluating carotid wall35

elasticity (Soleimani et al., 2011). Lumen diameter and intima-media

thickness are the key variables to detect endothelium and smooth muscle

influence on arterial wall elasticity (Baltgaile, 2012).

• Measurement task and segmentation task have a mutually beneficial re-

lationship. Measurement and segmentation as two related tasks sharing40

the same factors can share the information during the learning process to

produce a beneficial interaction (Maier et al., 2018). And multitask learn-

ing is capable of achieving a reciprocal representation that has a beneficial

interaction between measurement and segmentation (Xu et al., 2018).

• Many works have proven the co-promotion relationship between segmen-45

tation and motion estimation (Cheng et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2017;

Doersch and Zisserman, 2017).

Therefore, comprehensive analysis is significant for providing reliable and objec-

tive auxiliary diagnoses of cardiovascular diseases and relieving physicians from

laborious workloads.50

No work has achieved a fully automated comprehensive analysis (localiza-

tion, direct measurement, automated segmentation, and motion estimation) of

the carotid artery’s longitudinal view in an ultrasound (US) B-scan image. It

is because of the following exceedingly intractable challenges:

• Clinical ROI (CROI, Fig.1 (a)) is usually selected empirically by carotid55

physicians, and there is no obvious reference feature in the US image.

The heavy reliance on interaction by experienced physicians limits the

fully automated researches.

• Tiny CIMT (Fig.1 (a)) has weak structural features, which increases the

difficulty and inaccuracy of direct measurement and segmentation of CIMT.60
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• Artifacts (Fig.1 (b)) caused by the radial motion of the carotid wall leads

the difficulty to capture discriminant information, which results in large

errors to the segmentation.

• Diseased tissues such as atherosclerotic plaques cover the LIs, which causes

extremely ambiguous boundaries (Fig.1 (c)). Diseased carotid arteries lose65

many expressive features so that the comprehensive analysis is suffered

from seriously affect.

• Multitask learning (direct measurement and segmentation) involves var-

ious regression with different dimension (2D for direct measurement and

192D for segmentation). Searching for an optimal weighting is prohibitively70

expensive and difficult to resolve with manual tuning.

1.1. Related deep learning-based works

Although fully automated comprehensive analysis of carotid artery has not

been achieved before, many works have been devoted to measuring and seg-

menting the CALD and CIMT. These works usually take the measurement as a75

post-processing of the segmentation, limiting the accuracy of the measurement.

Fortunately, many works have devoted to direct quantitative measurement for

analyzing other medical images (e.g., ventricles, spines, etc.), inspiring direct

quantitative measurement of the carotid artery. Many works have also achieved

reliable motion estimation using optical flow (OF) prediction, which has laid80

a foundation for motion estimation of the carotid wall. Recently, more and

more works have embedded uncertainty in deep learning models and get supe-

rior performance. Therefore, uncertainty is the appropriate method to improve

the comprehensive analysis of the carotid artery’s performance.

1.1.1. Sequential segmentation and measurement of carotid artery85

In recent years, an increasing number of works have been devoted to the se-

quential achievement of segmentation and measurement for the carotid artery.

Works for CALD. Menchón-Lara et al. (Menchón-Lara et al., 2015) apply auto-

encoders and deep learning to obtain abstract and efficient data representations
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to segment and measure CALD. They believe that accurate segmentation will90

lead to a precise and reliable measurement of CALD. However, they focus on

encoding the carotid wall features rather than the CALD features. Biswas et

al. (Biswas et al., 2019) first attempt to segment and measure the CALD by

the fully connected network (FCN). And they have shown considerable improve-

ment in accuracy compared to the traditional automated algorithms. Even so,95

their ROI localization is still not fully automated. Works for CIMT. Shin et al.

(Shin et al., 2016) propose a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based system

that performs reliably in frame selection, the ROI localization, and CIMT seg-

mentation. Their framework automates the entire CIMT interpretation process.

The fly in the ointment is that taking the measurement as the average vertical100

distance between the boundaries is confined. Sudha et al. (Sudha et al., 2018)

propose a novel method based on deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for

segmentation and measurement of CIMT on the far wall. Similarly, it is confined

to measuring CIMT with the mean Euclidean distance between the boundaries.

Biswas et al. (Biswas et al., 2018) propose an intelligence-based CIMT segmen-105

tation and achieve measurement utilizing a four-phases deep learning network.

The major strength of their system is its full automation. But their application

of the Polyline Distance Metric to measure CIMT is restricted by the segmenta-

tion accuracy. Although these works have contributed a lot to the carotid artery

analysis, their almost entire dependence on segmentation limits the accuracy of110

measurement and hinders them from efficient clinical application. Furthermore,

they also neglect the pathological correlation between CALD and CIMT.

1.1.2. Direct quantitative measurement in medical image analysis

Many works have demonstrated that deep learning networks can directly ex-

tract features from original images without any preprocessing. Still, no work has115

achieved direct quantitative measurement of the carotid artery. Xue et al. (Xue

et al., 2018) propose a newly-designed multitask learning network (FullLVNet)

with accurate Bayesian-based multitask covariance matrix learning to quantify

left ventricle fully. They first provide a reliable solution for global and regional
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dynamic cardiac function assessment. They demonstrate that direct quanti-120

tative measurement of targets in medical images is feasible and accurate. Xu

et al. (Xu et al., 2018) propose the multitask generative adversarial networks

(MuTGAN) as a stable and automated clinical tool to segment and quantify

myocardial infarctions simultaneously. They inspire us to produce a benefi-

cial interaction of measurement and segmentation. Pang et al. (Pang et al.,125

2019) propose a novel cascade amplifier regression network (CARN) to achieve

accurate direct automated quantitative measurement of the spine. Their net-

work’s main strength is the reduction in variability and the improvement in the

performance of multiple indices estimation. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2019)

propose a direct multiview quantitative coronary angiography (DMQCA) model130

to quantify the coronary artery stenosis from X-ray coronary angiography im-

ages. They creatively incorporate multiview learning and attention mechanisms

for direct quantitative measurement. Inspired by these works, we first achieve

the direct measurement and segmentation of CALD and CIMT by a multitask

regression network in our preliminary attempt.135

1.1.3. Motion estimation based on optical flow

Although many deep learning-based works have stood out in motion estima-

tion, none of them pay attention to the carotid artery analysis. Therefore, deep

learning-based estimation of the periodic carotid motion is urgently needed to

be addressed. Golemati et al. (Golemati et al., 2012) have demonstrated the140

effectiveness of OF for estimating the carotid artery’s periodic motion. Their

study provides us with theoretical confidence in the use of OF to estimate carotid

artery motion. Dosovitskiy et al. (Dosovitskiy et al., 2015) first use a simple

CNN architecture (FlowNet) to learn the concept of optical flow from data di-

rectly. And they creatively propose color coding for visualizing motion fields.145

The main strength of FlowNet is mastering large displacements, correct estima-

tion of very fine details in the optical flow field, the potential to learn priors for

specific scenarios, and fast run times. However, their first implementations of

new ideas have a hard time competing with highly fine-tuned methods. Hence,
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Ilg et al. (Ilg et al., 2017) (FlowNet2) advance the FlowNet by resolving prob-150

lems with small displacements and noisy artifacts in estimated flow fields. They

significantly improve the accuracy of motion estimation. The main weakness of

FlowNet2 is its time-consuming training process. Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2018)

present a compact but effective CNN model designed according to pyramidal

processing, warping, and cost volume for optical flow. Their model is 17 times155

smaller in size and easier to train than the FlowNet2. Furthermore, Tsai et al.

(Tsai et al., 2016) propose an efficient algorithm that simultaneously considers

video segmentation and optical flow estimation. They demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of jointly optimizing OF and video segmentation. Their work inspires

us to realize the co-promotion of segmentation and motion estimation for con-160

tinuous US sequences. Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 2017) propose an end-to-end

network for simultaneously predicting pixel-wise object segmentation and OF

in videos. The main strength of their model is the nice training for complemen-

tary segmentation and OF prediction. They point the way for us to achieve dual

optimization optimally. Recently, Qin et al. (Qin et al., 2018) have achieved165

accurate segmentation of medical images aided by OF. They provide us with

confidence in the application of co-promotion in carotid US images. To sum up,

the above works demonstrate that OF prediction applies to the carotid artery’s

motion estimation. And they lay the theoretical and methodological foundation

for us to realize the co-promotion of segmentation and motion estimation in170

carotid US sequences.

1.1.4. Uncertainty in medical image analysis

In recent years, more and more works have been devoted to modeling un-

certainty in medical image analysis. Kendall et al. (Kendall et al., 2015)

model epistemic uncertainty for probabilistic pixel-wise semantic segmentation.175

They extend deep convolutional encoder-decoder neural network architectures to

Bayesian convolutional neural networks producing a probabilistic segmentation

output. Their model’s main strength is the effective quantification of the uncer-

tainty at visually ambiguous objects and boundaries. Kohl et al. (Kohl et al.,
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2018) propose a probabilistic segmentation model (Probabilistic U-Net) based180

on a U-Net combination with a conditional variational auto-encoder. Their

model has a high impact on real-world applications by providing possible di-

agnoses and recommendations to resolve the ambiguities. Baumgartner et al.

(Baumgartner et al., 2019) propose a novel hierarchical probabilistic method

(PHiSeg) for modeling the conditional distribution of segmentation. Their ap-185

proach generates significantly more realistic and diverse segmentation samples

compared to the Probabilistic U-Net. Compared with other tasks, uncertainty

is more widely used in medical image segmentation. For the first time, Kendall

et al. (Kendall et al., 2018) applied uncertainty to multitask learning. They

have demonstrated that a multitask learning system’s performance is strongly190

dependent on the relative weighting between the loss of each task. They inter-

pret homoscedastic uncertainty as task-dependent weighting and tune various

regression and classification losses. Homoscedastic uncertainty is a subcategory

of aleatoric uncertainty. It is not a model output but a quantity that stays

constant for all input data, and it varies between different tasks. Kendall et al.195

inspire us to solve the problem that direct measurement (high dimensional re-

gression) of the normal carotid artery is affected by the expensive computation

of segmentation (high dimensional regression).

1.2. Contributions

In this study, we propose a novel uncertainty-guided multitask regression net-200

work aided by optical flow named OF-UMRN. The newly proposed OF-UMRN

is composed of four modules: ROI proposal module (ROIP, Sec. 2.1, Fig.

3), uncertainty-guided multitask regression network (UMR, Sec. 2.2, Fig.

4), unsupervised bidirectional OF module (BOF, Sec. 2.3, Fig. 5), and dual

optimization module (DO, Sec. 2.4, Fig. 6). It has great clinical application205

prospects due to its advantages, including multitask, multi-objective, and higher

consistency. OF-UMRN formulates localization, direct measurement, and seg-

mentation as multidimensional regression. It models homoscedastic uncertainty

in loss function to make the multitask learning perform better than individual
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tasks (challenge 5). OF-UMRN adopts a novel bidirectional OF prediction to210

overcome the inconsistencies caused by diseased tissues (challenge 4). More im-

portantly, OF-UMRN makes full use of the co-promotion between segmentation

and motion estimation to overcomes radial motion interference (challenge 3).

Furthermore, we design a downsampling Resnext block that avoids the loss of

high-lever information to detailed coding features of CROI and CIMT (challenge215

1 and 2). The proposed OF-UMRN is capable of simultaneous localization, mea-

surement, segmentation, and motion estimation of the carotid artery. It makes

the most of pathological relationship and global structural information of the

carotid artery. Its main contributions are as follows:

• For the first time, fully automated comprehensive analysis (localization,220

measurement, segmentation, and motion estimation) of the carotid artery

has been achieved. No manual intervention of OF-UMRN has effectively

avoided inter- and intra-observer variability. Therefore, OF-UMRN has

provided a reliable, comprehensive, and objective aided diagnosis for car-

diovascular diseases.225

• The newly proposed UMR has made the most of the pathological correla-

tion between multiple objects (CALD and CIMT) and the co-promotion

between various tasks (direct measurement and segmentation) by joint re-

gression. It has broken the heavy reliance of the traditional measurement

on segmentation but fully considers the contact between them.230

• BOF has predicted both forward and backward OFs to estimate the mo-

tion fields of radial motion. The novel bidirectional OF mechanism has

overcome the inconsistency caused by diseased tissues.

• The newly proposed DO has successfully achieved co-promotion between

segmentation and motion estimation by dual optimization. It has opti-235

mized the segmentation twice to reduce the inaccuracy caused by high

dimensional regression. Furthermore, DO has effectively handled the ar-

tifacts by optimizing motion estimation.
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In this work, we advance our preliminary attempt (Zhao et al., 2020) on the

comprehensive analysis of the carotid artery in the following aspects:240

• We have added the ROIP to locate the CROI automatically. ROIP has

successfully calculated and mapped the ROI to the inputs of UMR and

BOF. It has enabled a comprehensive analysis free from manual interaction

and improved clinical feasibility.

• We have increased the number of linear regression calculators in UMR.245

Two parallel regression sub-networks for measurement and segmentation

share features. It has effectively avoided the restriction of high dimensional

regression on direct measurement.

• The homoscedastic uncertainty has been modeled in the UMR by driving

a novel loss function. The homoscedastic uncertainty has made multi-250

task learning perform better than separated learning and manual tuning

learning.

2. OF-UMRN

Figure 2: The four modules and three innovations of the OF-UMRN perform their respective

functions. (a) ROIP makes the comprehensive analysis of carotid artery free from the de-

pendence of manual selection of the ROI. (b) UMR achieves automated selection of optimal

weights in multitask regression guided by homoscedastic uncertainty. (c) BOF predicts the

forward and backward OF to overcome the inconsistency of diseased carotid artery. (d) The

DO joint optimizes the segmentation and motion estimation to take advantage of co-promotion

between the two tasks.
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OF-UMRN consists of four modules and three innovations (Fig. 2). They

cooperate to achieve the fully automated comprehensive analysis of the carotid255

artery (localization of ROI, direct measurement and segmentation of CALD and

CIMT, and periodic motion estimation).

• As a prepossessing module, the ROIP (Fig. 3, Sec. 2.1) takes the local-

ization of CROI as a four-dimensional regression. It calculates and maps

ROI to the shared features, inputs of the BOF, and DO (training stage260

only) labels. It enables full automation and avoids manual interaction.

• The UMR (Fig. 4, Sec. 2.2) takes the direct measurement and seg-

mentation as a joint regression at the pixel level. It models homoscedastic

uncertainty into loss function to optimally weighting losses of the two tasks

(Innovation 1, Sec. 2.2.2). The boundary coordinates of segmentation265

are input into DO to construct the segmentation images. The homoscedas-

tic uncertainty makes multitask regression performs better than individual

regression.

• The BOF (Fig. 5, Sec. 2.3) predicts a bi-directional OF pyramid. It

inputs the full size forward OF into the DO for motion estimation. The270

bidirectional OF optimization (Innovation 2, Sec. 2.3.2) can overcome

the inconsistencies caused by diseased tissue.

• We creatively design the DO (Fig. 6, Innovation3, Sec. 2.4) to joint

optimize segmentation and motion estimation. The DO only carries dual

optimization at the training stage. It acts as the post-processing module275

to generate segmentation images and motion fields at the testing stage. It

is worth noting that only boundary coordinates are input into DO in the

UMR predictions. The DO reduces the inaccuracy caused by high dimen-

sional regression and overcomes the artifacts caused by radial motion.

Remarkably, our input mode (inputting period, target, and source sequences)280

is not redundant but necessary. The main advantages of doing so are that: 1)
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ensuring each source frame corresponds to a target frame; 2) reducing the calcu-

lation cost; 3) ensuring accurate encoding of OF features. With the cooperation

of the four modules and three innovations, the newly proposed OF-UMRN effec-

tively extracts the pathological relationship of multiple objects (CALD, CIMT,285

and carotid wall) and global structural information of the carotid artery.

2.1. ROI proposal module (ROIP) for fully automated localization

Figure 3: The ROIP predicts the top-left and bottom-right vertex coordinates of CROI to

achieve automated localization. It adopts the newly proposed MFE to encode detailed fea-

tures. The downsampling Resnext block is designed to avoid the loss of high-lever information

caused by excessive pooling.

ROIP (Fig. 3) adopts a newly designed multi-scale feature encoder (MFE,

Fig. 3, Sec. 2.1.1) to extract the lower and higher-level features and a

four-dimensional regression unit to locate the CROI (Sec. 2.1.2). It effectively290

encodes the weak expression information of CIMT and CROI. ROIP enables

the comprehensive analysis of carotid artery free from the heavy reliance on

physicians and achieves full automation.

2.1.1. Multi-scale feature encoder (MFE) for extracting detailed features

MFE (Fig. 3) obtains more detailed information relative to the top-level fea-295

tures. It adopts four advanced feature coding modules which cascade 18 Resnext

(Xie et al., 2017) blocks and makes the best of the batch normalization and the
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ReLU to improve the adaptability and prevent overfitting. The downsampling

Resnext block is designed between two modules. Compared with down-sampled

by the pooling layer, it ensures efficient scaling and avoids loss of high-lever in-300

formation caused by excessive pooling. The downsampling block advances the

standard block in the first convolution and residual branches (Fig. 3). Benefit

from the stacked structure, MFE adopts the ‘split-transform-merge’ strategy of

Inception (Szegedy et al., 2017) and the ‘stack’ strategy of VGG (Simonyan and

Zisserman, 2014). Therefore, MFE improves accuracy without increasing the305

complexity of parameters and reduces the number of super parameters.

2.1.2. Prediction of CROI and mapping of ROI

The localization mode that locating CROI first and then calculating ROI

follows the clinical process. According to the American Society of Electrocar-

diography’s consensus statement for cardiovascular risk assessment, the CROI310

for CALD and CIMT should be selected approximately 1 cm from the carotid

bulb (Stein et al., 2008). Therefore, learning structural features and relative

location information is necessary to achieve accurate, comprehensive analysis.

Compared to directly locating ROI, this localization mode contains a more clin-

ical efficiency.315

The ROIP locates CROI first and then calculate ROI. Given a H × W

US image, ROIP is to train a four-output linear regression unit to predict the

coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of the CROI: CROI =

{(lh, lw), (rh, rw)|h = 1, ...,H,w = 1, ...,W}. And ROI is obtained by extending

the center of CROI along the h and w axis: ROI = {( lh+rh2 − s, lw+rw
2 −320

s), ( lh+rh2 + s, lw+rw
2 + s)|h = 1, ...,H,w = 1, ...,W}, where s is the extended

scope and we empirically set it to 128. Thus, the ROI (256×256) is determined.

Like most regression networks, we train the ROIP by optimizing the loss function

LROI (i.e. mean square error (MSE)) according to the ground truth. On the one

hand, ROIP maps the ROI to the shared features to remove redundant features.325

On the other hand, ROIP maps the ROI to the inputs of motion estimation to

select valid inputs. Therefore, ROIP not only accurately locates the CROI but
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also effectively reduces the computing overhead.

Summarize advantages. 1) The ROIP enables fully automated CROI

localization, ROI calculation, and ROI mapping. It completely avoids the heavy330

reliance on manual interaction. 2) The novel MFE effectively encodes the weak

expression of CIMT and CROI. 3) The downsampling Resnext block avoids the

loss of high-lever information caused by excessive pooling.

2.2. UMR: uncertainty-guided multitask regression network

Figure 4: The UMR adopts two parallel regression subnetworks to eliminate the limitations of

computational consumption on direct measurement accuracy. Its uncertainty-guided module

makes the weight adjustment of multitask optimization get rid of the dependence on manual

adjustment.

UMR (Fig. 4) jointly learns the quantification regression (Sec. 2.2.1) and335

shape regression (Sec. 2.2.2) by the uncertainty-guided module (Sec. 2.2.3) to

directly measure and segment CALD and CIMT. It models homoscedastic un-

certainty to capture the relative confidence between the two tasks. The newly

proposed UMR tunes weights of various regression optimally, which achieves

superior performance compared with learning each task individually. The UMR340

breaks the heavy reliance of traditional measurement on segmentation but makes
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the best of the underlying co-promotion between measurement and segmenta-

tion.

2.2.1. Quantification regression for direct measurement

UMR leans a 2D regression network to quantify the CALD and CIMT. Given345

a training dataset S = {(xi, yi)|i = 1, ..., N}, our goal is to train a two-output

regression calculator to learn the mapping f : x ∈ Rh×w → y ∈ Rd, where

xi and yi denote the US image and the corresponding multiple ground truth

respectively, and N is the number of training samples. Quantification regression

network makes direct measurement eliminate the restriction of high-dimensional350

regression and is beneficial to improve the accuracy of the measurement.

2.2.2. Shape regression for segmentation

Advantages of coordinate representation: UMR formulates the segmentation

boundaries (LIs and MA) as discrete points capable of handling the wide shape

variations. UMR takes LIs and MA as a series of discrete points described by355

coordinates: Ci = {(hi, wi)|i = 1, ...,m}, where Ci are the point sets of the LI

or MA, hi and wi are the ith points coordinate along with height and width

respectively, and m is the number of discrete points of each boundary. To keep

lower computation and a smoothly approximate boundary with complicated and

diverse shapes, we empirically make m equal to 64. We use spline sampling to360

obtain these discrete boundary points from left to right at equal intervals along

each boundary. The wi of all points satisfy the function: wi = ai−a+i−1, where

a is the interval size between two adjacent points. Thus, we consider the wi as

a known parameter and need to predict the hi. Our boundary representation

method has few assumptions and a flexible structure. Therefore, UMR provides365

a more reliable and accurate boundary representation when handling carotid US

images with wide-shaped variations caused by different subjects and pathologies.

Advantages of joint regression: UMR jointly learns direct measurement and

segmentation by two subnetworks (quantification regression and shape regres-

sion). The two subnetworks share the multi-scale feature maps mapped by370
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ROIP to learn two expressive embeddings. Each subnetwork extracts the most

useful information by convolution and uses a fully connected layer to learn a

reliable regression calculator. The dual selection of UMR reduces the variability

of inter-subjects and simplifies the relationship between the latent feature space

and target output manifold. Joint regression effectively prevents direct measure-375

ment from being affected by the high computational cost of high dimensional

regression (segmentation).

2.2.3. Homoscedastic uncertainty for optimally weighting losses

UMR models homoscedastic uncertainty for direct measurement and seg-

mentation to determine the optimal weights of losses (i.e., learning another380

noise parameter (Eq. (1)) in the loss function). The performance of multitask

learning depends heavily on the loss of weights between tasks. Homoscedastic

uncertainty can indicate the relative confidence between tasks and reflect the

uncertainty inherent in multitask learning.

Homoscedastic uncertainty is modeled by deriving a loss function based on385

maximizing the Gaussian likelihood. Given the output oW (x) of a regression

network with weights W on input x. We define our likelihood as a Gaussian

with mean given by the model output:

p(y|oW (x)) = N (oW (x), σ2), (1)

where σ is an observation noise scalar. We assume that there is a possibility of

multiple output factorization and given some sufficient statistics. When oW (x)390

is defined as the adequate statistics, the multitask likelihood can be defined as:

p(y1, ...yD|oW (x)) = p(y1|oW (x))...p(yD|oW (x)), (2)

where D denotes the dimension of model outputs (i.e. direct measurement, LIs

segmentation, MA segmentation, etc.).

We maximize the log likelihood of the regression model for a Gaussian like-

lihood with the observation noise σ of model:395

−logp(y|oW (x)) ∝ 1
2σ2 ‖y − oW (x)‖2 + logσ, (3)
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the σ captures the amount of noise in the outputs. We then maximize the

log likelihood with respect to the model parameters W and observation noise

parameter σ.

The outputs of our UMR is composed of two vectors ydm and ysg, each

following a Gaussian distribution:400

p(ydm, ysg|oW (x)) = p(ydm|oW (x))p(ysg|oW (x))

= N (ydm; oW (x), σ2
1) · N (ysg; o

W (x), σ2
2),

(4)

We substitute the loss function LReg for the distance between y and oW (x) in

Eq.(3):

LReg = −logp(ydm, ysg|oW (x))

∝ 1
2σ2

1
‖ydm − oW (x)‖2 + 1

2σ2
2
‖ysg − oW (x)‖2 + logσ1σ2

= 1
2σ2

1
Ldm(W ) + 1

2σ2
2
Lsg(W ) + logσ1σ2,

(5)

where we wrote Ldm(W ) = MSEdm(x) = ‖ydm − oW (x)‖2 for the loss of the

first output variable, and similarly for Lsg(W ).

Our task is to minimize the maximum likelihood estimate (Eq. (5)) with405

respect to σ1 and σ2 as learning the relative weight of the losses Ldm(W ) and

Lsg(W ) adaptively. When σ(noise) increases, the corresponding weight de-

creases; on the other hand, as noise decreases, the corresponding weight in-

creases. In the case of fixed W and x, the probability model’s establishment is

equivalent to determining the epistemic uncertainty (model uncertainty) and the410

heteroscedastic uncertainty (data dependence, belongs to aleatoric uncertainty)

and only considering the task uncertainty. Therefore, uncertainty can only be

modeled on the same input in this work. And the homoscedastic uncertainty

can not be modeled to guide localization, direct measurement, segmentation,

and motion estimation tasks. The inputs of localization and motion estimation415

are different from that of direct measurement and segmentation.

Summarize advantages. 1) The newly proposed UMR breaks the heavy

reliance of traditional measurement on segmentation accuracy. And it guaran-

tees the potential co-promotion between the direct measurement and segmen-

tation by joint regression. 2) The homoscedastic uncertainty is modeled by420
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deriving a principled loss function to improve the accuracy of multitask regres-

sion.

2.3. BOF: unsupervised bidirectional OF prediction for motion estimation

Figure 5: BOF encodes a four-layer bidirectional (forward and backward) OF pyramid to

reduce the inconsistency caused by diseased tissue. Each layer of OF (bof3, bof2, bof1 or

bof0) is built by an OF prediction block.

BOF (Fig. 5) predicts accurate bidirectional OF pyramid (Sec. 2.3.1) and

optimizes it by evaluating the image similarity, local smoothness, and geometric425

consistency (Sec. 2.3.2). BOF achieves the unsupervised OF prediction without

ground truths. It effectively handles the inconsistency of the diseased carotid

wall.

2.3.1. Prediction of bidirectional OF pyramid

BOF adopts a Siamese style MFE and OF prediction blocks to predict a430

sequence of consecutive OF representations between target and source frames.

The BOF adopts the Siamese style MFE to encode the multi-scale features

of the mapped target and source frames. Four OF prediction blocks gener-

ate bidirectional OF at four scales. Each block consists of up-sampling and

convolution to predict forward (OFf ) and backward (OFb) OFs. Each block435

increases the resolution twice. BOF preserves both the high-level information

passed from coarser OFs and detailed structure information in lower feature
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maps. Therefore, it captures the micron-scale axial OF and gets more accurate

motion vectors.

2.3.2. Optimization of bidirectional OF pyramid440

BOF optimizes the bidirectional OF pyramid by reducing the loss functions

of image similarity, local smoothness, and geometric consistency. Thus, BOF is

capable of training reliably unsupervised learning without ground truths.

Improving the image similarity of the OFs. BOF takes the image construc-

tion similarity objectively as the objective function with the assumption of pho-445

tometric consistency. In carotid US sequences whose period is T, given a tem-

poral continuous frame Fi(i = t, ..., t + T ), the target frame Ft is specified as

reference image, and the others are source frames Fs(s = t + 1, ..., t + T ). The

target and source frames are scaled to build the target and source image pyra-

mid. For brevity, we mainly illustrate the cases from target to source frames,450

which one can easily generalize to the reversed cases. BOF warps the Fs by

differentiable inverse warping (Jaderberg et al., 2015) according to OFf . It

evaluates the similarity between the fake and real target image pyramid. We

use a combination of an L1 and multi-scale structural similarity (SSIM) (Wang

et al., 2004) for the OF warping loss LWar. Warping loss maintains the tune455

between appropriate assessment of perceptual similarity and modest resilience

of outliers and is differentiable at each layer as follows:

Ll−fWar = 1
HW

∑
hw

α 1−SSIM(Ft,F̂t)
2 + (1− a)‖Ft − F̂t‖1, (6)

where l denotes the lth layer of the pyramid, F̂t denotes the fake target image,

SSIM denotes the structural similarity index and α is taken to be 0.85 by cross-

validation. Therefore, the LWar is summarized in the follow:460

LWar =

4∑

l=1

(Ll−fWar + Ll−bWar). (7)

where Ll−fWar and Ll−bWar are loss functions of source-to-target and target-to-source

warping. BOF optimizes the OF pyramid layer by layer and encodes the most

detailed OFf at the original scale. Therefore, it obtains the ability to predict
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reliable bidirectional OF. BOF lays a good foundation for subsequent motion

estimation and dual optimization.465

Improving the structural smoothness of the OFs. BOF penalizes the gradi-

ents by an edge-aware OF smoothness loss LSmo to ensure local smoothness. It

calculates the smoothness loss Ll−fSmo and Ll−bSmo respectively at each layer:

Ll−fSmo =
1

HW

∑

hw

| 5OFf (phw)| · (e−|5Ft(phw)|)T , (8)

where 5 is the vector differential operator including ∂h and ∂w, | · | denotes

element-wise absolute value, phw denotes coordinates of pixels in OF or image,470

and T denotes the transpose of image gradient weighting. The LSmo is the sum

of smoothness loss of the bidirectional OF as same as Eq. (7). Therefore, BOF

effectively filters out preserve sharp details and erroneous predictions.

Improving the geometric consistency of the OFs. Though BOF performs

well in most sequences benefiting from robust image similarity assessment (Eq.475

(6)) and smoothness loss (Eq. (8)), OF fields of the diseased carotid wall still

cannot be satisfactorily predicted in practice. To further mitigate these effects,

BOF applies an adaptive forward-backward consistency loss (Yin and Shi, 2018)

LCon that is optimized to enforce the geometric consistency:

Ll−fCon = 1
HW

∑
hw

Φ(phw) · ‖OFf (phw)‖1, (9)

where ∆OFf (phw) is the difference of OFf calculated by forward-backward con-480

sistency evaluation at the pixel phw in Ft, [·] is the Iverson bracket and Φ(phw)

denotes the consistency condition of

‖∆OFf (phw)‖ < max{α, β‖OFf (phw)‖2}, (10)

and BOF empirically sets (α, β) to be (1.0, 0.05). Be the same as Eq. (7), the

LCon is the sum of consistency loss of the bidirectional OF. Pixels, where the

OFf and OFb contradict seriously, are considered as possible outliers. Benefit485

from the consistency evaluation, BOF effectively handles the disturbance of the

occlusion and obtain accurate motion fields of the diseased carotid wall.
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The summarize loss of the BOF is defined as: LOF = λwLWar + λsLSmo +

λcLCon, where λ denotes respective loss weight. BOF empirically sets lambdaw,

lambdas and lambdac are 38.45, 1.22 and 0.94 respectively. Benefit from the op-490

timization of structural similarity, smoothness, and consistency, the erroneous

prediction is filtered pixel-by-pixel. Therefore, BOF extracts a precise dense

OFf for representing the motion field and optimizing segmentation. Although

the bidirectional OF has been used in other areas such as video processing, our

bidirectional OF mechanism has two innovations: 1) The pyramid structure495

optimizes the deep abstract information and the shallow concrete information.

Therefore, the BOF compensates for the loss of information due to the reduc-

tion of the feature space scale. 2) BOF optimizes image similarity, structural

smoothness, and geometric consistency to improve motion fields’ accuracy.

Summarize advantages. 1) The bidirectional mechanism of BOF over-500

comes the inconsistency caused by diseased tissue. 2) The principled loss func-

tions ensure the structural similarity, smoothness, and consistency of bidirec-

tional OF, significantly improving the diseased carotid artery’s accuracy.

2.4. DO: dual optimization for achieving co-promotion

Figure 6: The newly proposed DO implements the differentiable inverse warping to achieve the

co-promotion of segmentation and motion estimation. It is capable of handling the artifacts

caused by the radial motion of the carotid wall.

DO (Fig. 6) performs a dual optimization to get accurate segmentation505

images and motion fields. The dual optimization is improving the similarity
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between the fake segmentation (generated by warping the segmentation im-

ages according to motion fields) and the target frame’s manual segmentation.

DO consists of three units: 1) An image constructor for transforming the seg-

mentation represented by coordinates into an image representation F̃ . The510

constructor formulates the image to be constructed as an array masked by a

zero array. It reads the discrete h coordinates from UMR and calculates the

corresponding w coordinates to determine the LIs and MA for generating the

F̃ . DO applies an evaluation such as Eq. (6) to optimize similarity loss LSim

between the F̃ and manual segmentation Li (i = t, ..., t+T ). 2) An ConvLSTM515

(Xingjian et al., 2015) with tanh function to exploit information from consec-

utive US sequences and ensure the spatiotemporal smoothness of OFf . The

ConvLSTM establishes temporal relations like LSTM and depicts local spatial

features like CNN. 3) A co-promotion unit to simultaneously optimize segmen-

tation and motion estimation. It adopts the differentiable inverse warping on520

the F̃ according to the predicted motion fields. DO evaluates the similarity LDO

between the warped images (fake segmentation) and the manual segmentation

of target frames. In this way, DO simultaneously optimize the segmentation

twice and motion estimation once. It makes the best of co-promotion between

segmentation and motion estimation. Therefore, the segmentation inaccuracy525

caused by high-dimensional regression and artifacts is greatly reduced. The

DO makes OF-UMRN an efficient and reliable resolution for the comprehensive

analysis of the diseased carotid artery.

Summarize advantages. The DO achieves the co-promotion between seg-

mentation and motion estimation without increasing network complexity.530

2.5. Overall summary

In conclusion, OF-UMRN get a composite loss function consisting of regres-

sion error, image similarity error, smoothness penalty and geometric consistency

error: L = λROILROI + λRegLReg + λSegLSim + λOFLOF + λDOLDO, where

λROI , λReg, λSeg, λOF and λDO (we empirically set as 1, 23.15, 16.38, 1 and535

0.22) are trade-off parameters for different tasks.
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The novel OF-UMRN is comprehensive, accurate, and highly efficient. It

consists of ROIP, UMR, BOF, and DO modules. ROIP automatically selects

ROI through a unique localization regression, which enables OF-UMRN to get

rid of manual intervention and greatly reduces physicians’ workload. UMR cre-540

atively combines quantification regression and shape regression to measure and

segment CALD and CIMT, which breaks the heavy reliance of traditional mea-

surement on segmentation accuracy. Besides, it models the uncertainty in the

multitask regression to optimally tune the weights of direct measurement and

segmentation, which significantly improves the accuracy of OF-UMRN. BOF545

presents a novel bidirectional optical flow prediction mechanism that eliminates

the impact of inconsistencies at diseased tissue. Therefore, BOF effectively

improves the accuracy of OF-UMRN in analyzing the diseased carotid artery.

The novel DO achieves the co-promotion of segmentation and motion estimation

through a dual optimization, enabling OF-UMRN to handle artifact interference550

caused by periodic motion better. Four modules cooperate with each other, and

all play a positive role in the superior performance of OF-UMRN.

3. Experiments and evaluation

3.1. Data collection

The performance of the newly proposed OF-UMRN has been evaluated on555

a challenging dataset that including 101 clinical patients from the same center.

The average age of the patients is 32±9, with 58 males and 43 females. Both left

and right carotid arteries have been examined. Therefore, the dataset contains

202 synthetic US B-scan sequences generated by MINDRAY Resona 7 with

a frame time is 28.57 ms. We select a radial motion period (45 frames) as560

the experimental data. A standard five-fold-cross-validation for evaluation and

comparison is employed in the data space to divide the training and testing sets

in the data space.

Three carotid physicians with more than 10-years of experience have two

rounds of face-to-face discussions to build ground truth. The first discussion565
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is to identify the annotation method. After the first round of discussion, the

most experienced of the three physicians achieves the manual tracing indepen-

dently by the ITK-SNAP tool (Yushkevich et al., 2006). The second round of

discussion is to agree upon the ground truth. In detail, in the second round

of discussion, each image’s annotations are double-checked by the other two570

physicians. Three physicians analyze the label variability on each data, and

the annotation rule was discussed and agreed upon. Although there are still

uncertainties and variability associated with the ground truth, we have reduced

their impact as much as possible by such a strict annotation procedure. And it

is hard to avoid because even a reasonable diagnosis by an experienced physi-575

cian, there are subtle uncertainties and variability with other physicians. As

the first fully automatic comprehensive analysis deep learning-based method of

the carotid artery, we aim to achieve the same effect as a 10-years experienced

physician.

3.2. Experiment configuration580

OF-UMRN is trained using an adaptive moment estimation (Adam) opti-

mizer with a moving average decay of 0.999. We use a decreasing learning rate

with an initial value of 1e−4. The ROIP and UMR are pre-trained for 300

epochs with a batch size of 9. The OF-UMRN is trained for 500 epochs with a

batch size of 3. The networks are based on Python v3.6 and TensorFlow v1.8585

library, and they run on Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz with

12.0GB RAM and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 with cuDNN v7.3.

3.3. Evaluation criteria

Mean absolute error (MAE) is adopted to evaluate the accuracy of direct

quantitative measurement. It can directly show the error interval between the590

prediction and the ground truth. MAE is defined as MAE = 1
M

M∑
m=1
|pm − lm|,

where pm and lm denote the prediction and the ground truth respectively, and

M is the number of testing data. Furthermore, we evaluation the Intersection

over Union (IoU) of the CROI predicted by ROIP and the segmentation images
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constructed by DO. The IoU is defined as IoU = Prediction∩GroundTruth
Prediction∪GroundTruth . It is595

the ratio of the overlapping area of ground truth and prediction to the total

area.

Figure 7: The newly proposed OF-UMRN has achieved a fully automated comprehensive

analysis of the carotid artery. The red arrows show the magnitude and direction of the

motion fields.

3.4. Overall performance

OF-UMRN has achieved excellent performance in the fully automated com-

prehensive analysis (localization, direct measurement, segmentation, and mo-600

tion estimation) for the carotid arteries. As shown in Fig. 7, we visualize the
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prediction of OF-UMRN for normal carotid arteries in the systaltic phase. For

clarity, we only show the results of the first four frames (t0 to t0 + 3). The

first frame is taken as the target for reference, and the others are taken as the

source. For the static (target) frame, the prediction is highly consistent with605

the ground truth. For the systaltic (source) frames, OF-UMRN significantly

weakens the influence of motion artifact, and the prediction is very close to the

ground truth. OF-UMRN has effectively estimated and visualized the radial

motion on systaltic frames. Note that the OF-UMRN predicts dense motion

fields, while for better visualization, we only show a sparse representation at610

carotid walls. Furthermore, OF-UMRN also achieves reliable prediction for the

diseased carotid artery benefits from the DO’s co-promotion. 1) The results of

CROI localization are to be evaluated by IoU. The results show that OF-UMRN

(IoU: 91.3±0.4%) is already comparable to the state-of-art detecting network

such as Mask-RCNN ((IoU: 91.5±0.3%)) for CROI localization. Although, our615

results for locating CROI are somewhat off to the ground truth. But the ROI

after mapping can almost include the ground truth. 2) The direct measurement

values of OF-UMRN for the carotid arteries in Fig. 7 are shown in Table 1. The

results of direct quantitative measurement are evaluated by MAE (unit: pixel).

As shown in Table 2, OF-UMRN has achieved low MAE of CALD (1.14±0.29)620

and CIMT (0.88±0.22). OF-UMRN has efficiently handled the radially moving

and diseased carotid artery. 3) The results of segmentation are evaluated by

IoU. As shown in Table 2, OF-UMRN has achieved accurate segmentation of

CALD (92.5±0.7%) and CIMT (90.2±0.9%). Therefore, OF-UMRN has great

performance in comprehensive analysis for different subjects and pathologies of625

the carotid artery.

3.5. Performance comparison

3.5.1. Ablation experiments

To demonstrate the advantages of the homoscedastic uncertainty loss and

the OF aid, we perform the ablation experiments for direct quantitative mea-630

surement and segmentation tasks.
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Table 1: Visualization of the direct quantitative measurement of the normal and diseased

carotid arteries. The table visualizes the results of twelve different methods for CALD and

CIMT. The OF-UMRN achieves the most accurate prediction (Unit: pixel).

Ablation experiments

Method

Normal Diseased

Static Systaltic Static Systaltic

CALD CIMT CALD CIMT CALD CIMT CALD CIMT

OF-UMRN (P) 85.88 7.31 83.69 7.19 98.81 7.24 97.58 7.12

P-Joint Regression 85.76 7.26 83.76 7.03 98.65 7.08 97.46 7.11

P-Localization 83.95 6.28 81.84 5.91 96.36 6.09 95.62 5.76

P-Uncertainty 85.69 7.12 83.58 6.99 98.57 7.03 97.24 7.03

P-Bidirection 84.99 6.84 82.88 6.62 97.73 6.58 96.67 6.46

P-OF 84.78 9.56 82.61 9.62 97.59 9.73 96.49 9.77

State-of-art methods

OF-IRv4 80.64 6.03 77.94 5.73 93.54 5.89 91.96 5.67

OF-RESNET 79.38 5.56 76.80 5.01 92.19 5.42 89.75 4.99

Zhao et al. 85.87 7.23 83.69 8.81 98.69 7.12 97.48 9.01

Biswas et al. (2019) 81.34 - 77.00 - 92.01 - 89.97 -

Sudha et al. - 9.94 - 10.16 - 10.29 - 10.36

Biswas et al. (2018) - 10.03 - 10.23 - 10.32 - 10.44

Ground Truth 87.00 8.00 85.00 8.00 100.00 8.00 99.00 8.00

ROI localization, joint regression, homoscedastic uncertainty, and bidirec-

tional OF-aid are conducive to improving the measurement accuracy. We com-

pare the results of OF-UMRN (P) with those of five derived methods (Table 1

and Table 2). P-Joint Regression is a multitask regression network derived by635

adopting a single regression calculator to prediction measurement and segmen-

tation. P-Localization is a multitask regression network derived by removing

the ROI localization of OF-UMRN; P-Uncertainty is a multitask regression net-

work derived by removing the uncertainty guide of OF-UMRN; P-Bidirection

is a derived network of OF-UMRN that changes the bidirectional OF opti-640

mization into a single forward OF optimization; P-OF is a multitask regres-

sion network derived by removing the DO of OF-UMRN. OF-UMRN predicts

more accurate results than P-Joint Regression, which proves that joint learning

quantification regression and shape regression effectively reduces the impact of
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Table 2: OF-UMRN achieves the lowest MAE (pixel) and the highest IoU in CALD and CIMT

on the US dataset compared to relevant deep learning-based methods.

Ablation experiments

Method
Direct Measurement Segmentation

MAECALD MAECIMT IoUCALD IoUCIMT

OF-UMRN (P) 1.14±0.29 0.88±0.22 92.5±0.7% 90.2±0.9%
P-Joint Regression 1.31±0.38 0.94±0.26 92.3±0.8% 89.9±1.1%

P-Localization 3.16±2.05 2.10±1.26 84.7±2.8% 85.1±2.5%

P-Uncertainty 1.34±0.42 1.01±0.25 91.1±0.5% 89.4±1.7%

P-Bidirection 2.07±0.44 1.38±0.31 88.7±1.8% 88.5±3.4%

P-OF 2.39±0.54 1.57±0.35 86.9±2.2% 87.4±2.1%

State-of-art methods

OF-IRv4 6.56±0.64 2.23±0.39 79.9±4.2% 79.6±4.9%

OF-RESNET 7.94±0.72 2.91±0.46 78.1±4.9% 77.8±3.8%

Zhao et al. 1.23±0.38 0.93±0.22 90.8±0.9% 89.3±1.5%

Biswas et al.(2019) 5.94±0.51 - 83.3±3.2% -

Sudha et al. - 2.24±0.31 - 81.1±2.6%

Biswas et al.(2018) - 2.27±0.27 - 83.7±2.9%

OF-FCN - - 79.9±3.7% 78.1±4.9%

OF-UNET - - 82.8±2.9% 81.6±3.5%

high-dimensional regression on measurement accuracy. P-Localization has the645

worst performance of the four derived networks. Because it is difficult to select

a satisfactory number of sampling points for a large original image. Too many

sampling points is computationally expensive for solving the high-dimensional

regression problem. Too few sampling points lead to guarantee the boundary

lose smoothness, which significantly reduces the accuracy. OF-UMRN performs650

better than P-Uncertainty, which proves that our homoscedastic uncertainty loss

has optimally tuned the weights of direct measurement and segmentation. The

measurement accuracy of OF-UMRN is much higher than that of P-Bidirection,

which demonstrates that the bidirectional OF has effectively overcome the in-

consistency caused by diseased tissues. The results of OF-UMRN are far more655

accurate than that of P-OF, which is benefited from the co-promotion (optical

flow-aid) of DO. In conclusion, each module has made an indispensable contri-
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bution to the superior performance of OF-UMRN.

Figure 8: The OF-UMRN has achieved the most accurate result compared to relevant deep

learning-based methods.

ROI localization, homoscedastic uncertainty, and bidirectional OF-aid im-

prove the accuracy of segmentation. We compare the results of OF-UMRN (P)660

with the above five derived networks (Table 2 and Fig. 8). As shown in Ta-

ble 2, the segmentation results of P-Joint Regression are still accurate. The

joint regression has little effect on segmentation. As shown in Fig. 8, we show

the representative parts for demonstration. P-Localization has the most in-

accurate segmentation of the four derived networks. Therefore, effective ROI665

localization has greatly improved segmentation accuracy. OF-UMRN performs

better than P-Bidirection especially for the diseased carotid artery (red boxes in

Fig. 8), which benefits from the weakening of inconsistency by the bidirectional

mechanism. The segmentation of OF-UMRN for the diastolic carotid artery is

far more accurate than that of P-OF (pink boxes in Fig. 8), demonstrating670

that the OF-aid has effectively overcome the interference of artifacts caused by

radial motion. That is the realization of the co-promotion between segmenta-

tion and motion estimation, which fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the

newly designed DO. The results show that OF-UMRN has achieved accurate
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segmentation for CIMT, which is benefited from merger and dual selection to675

multi-scale features of UMR. In conclusion, the joint promotion of the ROI lo-

calization, homoscedastic uncertainty, and bidirectional OF-aid has improved

the performance of segmentation.

Table 3: The quantitative improvement shows that our task-uncertainty loss can automatically

learn a better performing weighting between the tasks than the baselines. Note that P, U ,

Q, and S denote OF-UMRN, uncertainty-guided module, quantification regression, and shape

regression, respectively.

Loss

Task Weights Measurement Segmentation

MAE[pixel] IoU[%]

Mea Seg CALD CIMT CALD CIMT

P-OF * * 1.86 1.27 89.0% 88.9%

P-U-OF & Manual weights 0.89 0.1 1.98 1.51 88.5% 88.1%

P-U-OF & Unweighted losses 0.5 0.5 2.27 1.64 85.2% 84.9%

P-U-OF-Q 0 1 - - 87.9% 87.3%

P-U-OF-S 1 0 2.06 1.55 - -

Homoscedastic uncertainty improves the performance of multitask learning.

As shown in Table 3, the results show that modeling homoscedastic uncertainty680

to tune the weight of each task optimally has achieved more accurate prediction

than separated, unweighted, and our manual weighted learning. To ensure the

comparison’s objectivity, we only focus on direct measurement and segmenta-

tion tasks without optical flow-aid. We compare the results of the P-OF (the

derived network of OF-UMRN (P) that removes the DO module) to that of685

four models. The P-U-OF & Manual weights model is the manually-weighted

derived network of P-OF that removes uncertainty-guided module (U) to mea-

sure and segment the CALD and CIMT directly. The P-U-OF & Unweighted

losses model is the unweighted derived network of P-OF that removes U to di-

rectly measure and segment the CALD and CIMT. The P-U-OF-Q model is the690

derived network of P-OF that removes quantification regression (Q) and U to

predict the boundary coordinates. The P-U-OF-S model is the derived network

of P-OF that removes segmentation regression (S) and U to directly measure the
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CALD and CIMT. The results show quantitative improvement when embedding

homoscedastic uncertainty as a basis for weighting losses in the multitask regres-695

sion network (Table 3). Therefore, our task-uncertainty loss can automatically

learn a better performing weighting between the tasks than baselines.

3.5.2. OF-UMRN vs. state-of-art methods

The superiority of OF-UMRN for direct quantitative measurement, segmen-

tation, and motion estimation has been demonstrated by comparing it with the700

state-of-art methods.

Direct quantitative measurement : The measurement results of CALD and

CIMT by different methods are shown in Table 1, and the evaluation of the-

ses methods is shown in Table 2. The measurement results of OF-UMRN are

compared with six state-of-art methods. OF-IRV 4 and OF-RESNET are the de-705

rived networks that replace the encoder in OF-UMRN with Inception-Resnet-V4

(Szegedy et al., 2017) and Resnet101 (He et al., 2016) respectively. The results

have shown that the two derived networks have poor performance and instabil-

ity. Compared to the works proposed after 2018 mentioned in Sec. 1.1.1, our

OF-UMRN has achieved the most accurate measurement. Therefore, the OF-710

UMRN has predicted the most accurate measurements than existing state-of-art

methods.

Segmentation: The segmentation results of CALD and CIMT by different

methods are shown in Fig. 8, and the evaluation of theses methods is shown in

Table 2. In addition to comparing with the above six methods, the segmentation715

results of OF-UMRN are also compared with OF-FCN and OF-UNET. OF-FCN

and OF-UNET are derived networks that use bidirectional OF mechanism to

optimize the popular medical image segmentation network FCN and UNET.

OF-UMRN has more accurate segmentation than OF-IRV 4 and OF-RESNET,

which indicates that MFE has extracted more detailed structural feature. Fur-720

thermore, it also benefits from merger and dual selection to multi-scale feature.

Compared to the works proposed after 2018 mentioned in Sec 1.1.1, OF-UMRN

has predicted the most accurate segmentation. Even with the promotion of
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Figure 9: OF-UMRN has effectively predicted and visualized the radial motion of the carotid

artery.

motion estimation, OF-FCN and OF-UNET still have not achieved an accurate

segmentation. OF-FCN and OF-UNET have lost many structural features and725

boundary discriminant information. Therefore, OF-UMRN has achieved supe-

rior segmentation that demonstrates its strengths in addressing the pathological

relationship and structure variability.

Motion estimation: OF-UMRN has estimated reliable dense motion fields

of the radial motion. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), when taking the starting frame730

of the systaltic motion as the target frame, OF-UMRN has predicted the reli-

able motion fields, which makes the estimated and the real target frame highly

similar. The motion fields are visualized utilizing the color coding (Fig. 9 (b)).
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The color and the color intensity encode the direction and magnitude of the OF,

respectively, and the flow vector at each pixel is a vector from the origin of the735

OF coordinate system to this pixel. As shown in Fig. 9(b), it is evident that

OF loss occurs (red boxes) in the forward-only OF prediction. However, benefit

from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), OF-UMRN has effectively ensured the smoothness

and consistency of the differentiable inverse warping. Furthermore, we provide

a quantitative evaluation by calculating the image similarity between the esti-740

mated target image and the real target image. Our OF-UMRN and forward-only

prediction have obtained a similarity of 2.38 ± 0.66 and 5.19 ± 1.18, respec-

tively. The results have shown that the estimated target image of OF-UMRN

has higher similarity than that of forward-only OF prediction.

4. Conclusion and future work745

We have proposed a novel uncertainty-guided multitask regression network

aided by optical flow (OF-UMRN) for the fully automated comprehensive anal-

ysis of the carotid artery. For the first time, the proposed OF-UMRN has

achieved fully automatic comprehensive carotid artery analysis. OF-UMRN

has excellent clinical application prospects. It mainly has four strengths: 1)750

Its ROIP has avoided the heavy reliance on carotid physicians. 2) Its UMR

has presented a novel uncertainty-guided joint regression to avoid the heavy re-

liance of measurement on segmentation. The homoscedastic uncertainty-guided

loss function to learn the relative weight of two tasks automatically from the

data. 3) Its novel BOF has handled the motion artifacts of the carotid wall.755

The bidirectional mechanism has successfully overcome the inconsistency of the

diseased carotid artery. 4) More importantly, its novel DO has achieved co-

promotion of segmentation and motion estimation. The dual optimization has

effectively handled the artifacts caused by radial motion. Extensive comparison

experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness and superiority of OF-UMRN.760

Although our data set is sufficient and of high quality, our work needs to be

supported by a diverse data set to verify its clinical practicality. We plan to use
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a more diverse carotid data set to advance and refine our framework for future

work. And we plan to validate our network on multi-modal data of the carotid

artery. Our proposed OF-UMRN is also capable of predicting the incidence of765

the patient. For example, it can further analyze the carotid wall’s pressure on

the atherosclerotic plaque during the periodic motion. And then, it can predict

the rupture time of the plaque. Its effective realization of the independent and

complementary relationship among multiple objectives and the co-promotion

relationship among various tasks can also inspire researches in other fields.770
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